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How is an annual like *The Fontbonne* built? What did a staff of a dozen people do throughout seven months to put pages of 1951-1952 memories together?

These questions this very book wants to answer. Its theme then is the making of a yearbook. The staff wants to tell about the "blood, sweat, and tears" it expended as it planned and developed the features of this annual.

Prime headache and heartache was the cutting down of editors' imaginations to the size of the yearbook wallet. In a year when the dollar bought increasingly less, this book operated on a budget exactly like those used by staffs five and six years ago. The overall problem then was one in inverse ratio: the greater the costs of photography, engraving, printing, and bookbinding, the fewer professional services the staff could buy.
FOOTSTEPS—uptown, downtown, and crosstown—many were taken in search of the all-necessary dollar. For every possible advertiser meant a lead to additional income, and the ad-getter sniffed at all clues.

This year’s re-inaugurated sponsor drive should have given the average student an idea of the work of an advertising staff. Its job is essentially to raise money. So contacts have to be made. A solicitor must never, or hardly ever, take “NO” for an answer. She must persist; she must charm until that contract blank is signed. Sometimes this means routing the opposition of officious secretaries or waiting out the boss’s conferences. And since there is no Advertising 151 at Fontbonne to teach her the psychology of ad-getting, she’ll have to invent her own.

A sincere THANK YOU! to the advertisers and sponsors. They’re first in this book because without them it would have been impossible to go further.
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Congratulations and best wishes to the graduating class of 1952.
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ACROSS the administrative desks of the President and Deans
march the keys which so well symbolize life at Fontbonne.
These keys are not only goals for which students strive, but
they also represent the collection of individual student per-
sonalities who are Fontbonne.

And these personalities and their activities make up the pictorial
portion of an annual.

Yearbook photography is more than the pictures that meet
the eye. There are appointments to be made with both pho-
tographer and photographee, and the twain must meet. Staff
meetings are held to determine the kind of picture, its size, its
general composition. A picture, to be good, must have life.
Posed individuals or groups can be deadly.

Above all, the photo editors must avoid doing what their
predecessors did.
Mother Mary Marcella Casey of the Sisters of Saint Joseph has devoted her life to the Catholic education of youth. As a teacher of English language and literature, she has worked for young people in schools as far from St. Louis as Michigan and Colorado. Now the sixth president of Fontbonne College, she is intent on expanding its facilities to afford the most abundant opportunities to college women of today and tomorrow. As a relief from the heavier duties of administration she enjoys planning and supervising the landscaping of the campus.
Sister Teresa Martin Crowe was a member of the faculty of Fontbonne for the first thirteen years of its existence. Then she became principal of St. Joseph's Academy in Green Bay, Wisconsin, and, later, of the Academy of Our Lady in Peoria, Illinois. Her favorite diversion is music. Reading, both fiction and non-fiction, is a close second.

Sister Mary Teresine Lewis, Director of the Department of Mathematics at Fontbonne, was appointed Dean of Students in September of the present school year. Sister Teresine enjoys the company of young people and finds pleasure in promoting the scholastic and social life of the students. When not engaged in teaching, she is kept busy caring for student needs and supervising student activities.
class of 1952 . . .
... class of 1952

CATHARINE J. MICELI
B. S. in Dietetics
Science and Philosophy ... Class President ... Home Economics Club ... tailor-made clothes ... "When can we have a meeting?" ... removable plates.

RUTH RAUPE
B. S. in Sociology
Biology and Philosophy ... Decatur, Illinois ... Student Council President ... sleepy time gal ... "Bird!" ... one-half Bonomo Bus: what's left ... "Who's chintzy?"

Cathy, Ruthie
class of 1952 ...
... class of 1952

SHIRLEY EMGE  
A. B. in Speech and Drama  

SHIRLEY WILSON  
B. S. in Dietetics  
Science . . . Student Council Vice-President . . . slow but steady . . . chief dishwasher . . . one-half Bonomo Bus: the engine . . . "I'm always paying for the gas."

NANCY ROBERTSON  
A. B. in Speech and Drama  
Spanish . . . Footlights Club . . . The Little Foxes . . . no night driving . . . plaid suit . . . "My family thinks I'm crazy."

DOROTHY JEAN ANDERSON  
A. B. in Psychology and Sociology  
Philosophy . . . Student Council Secretary . . . party songs . . . alphabet organizations: NSA . . . YCS . . . "Yes, but if you look at it this way."

Emge, Nancy, Willie, Jean
class of 1952 . . .
Jeanette Mary Maschmann  
*A. B. in Mathematics*  
French ... CSMC President ... math awards ... French Club President ... Pi Mu Epsilon ... Missions ... member of the Sodality.

Ruth Marion Coff  
*B. S. in Home Economics*  
Science and Philosophy ... saddles ... Humanities Comp. ... well-versed in spices ... Famous' greatest saleswoman ... her compatible Hudson.

Jill Patricia McKearin  
*A. B. in English*  
History and Philosophy ... Student Council Rep. ... native Bostonian ... long eyelashes ... "But I thought the comprehensive was in June."

Betty Jutz  
*A. B. in Art*  
Philosophy and Education ... typical artist ... Delta Phi ... paint box ... silly grin ... always ready to help.
class of 1952...
... class of 1952

RUTH MARIE O'NEILL
B. S. in Dietetics

JEANNE HOUliHAN
B. S. in Dietetics

MARIE TERESE LYONS
A. B. in English
History . . . Sodality Prefect . . . backhand script . . . rubber hands . . . character sketches . . . doodles . . . green sweater.

PATRICIA ANGELA TRAPP
A. B. in English

Ruth, Patti, Jeanne, Tres
class of 1952...
... class of 1952

ANGELINE AURELIA BOLESINA
B. S. in Chemistry and Mathematics
Biology and Philosophy . . . Glee Club . . .
double major . . . A's in tests . . . quiet . . .
quick on the lines of Brigadoon.

LORRAINE HOTFELDER
B. M. in Voice
Music Theory . . . Brigadoon . . . spa-
ghetti and meat balls . . . "the kids" . . .

DOROTHY DOLORES BAILEY
B. S. in Dietetics
Science and Philosophy . . . Sodality
Union . . . Home Economics Club . . .
huge overnight books . . . suppers for
Brigadoon cast.

CARMELITA T. SCHMELIG
A. B. in Speech and Drama
English and Philosophy . . . Sodality officer
. . . Footlights Club . . . teacher at St.
Joe's . . . conventions, parties, workshops
. . . director of Brigadoon.
class of 1952...
... class of 1952

MARY ANNE VOSHARDT
B. S. in Foods and Nutrition
Science . . . terrific cook, especially pies . . . personality kid, first and foremost . . . "That's all right — you're okey in my book."

DOROTHY WESTHOFF
B. S. in Physical Education

BARBARA NELL SULLIVAN
A. B. in Mathematics
Education . . . F. A. A . . . basketball . . . President of Classical Club . . . math-brain . . . Penny Circus Candidate: "Got some pennies?" . . . athletic.

BARBARA NELL SULLIVAN
A. B. in Mathematics
Education . . . F. A. A . . . basketball . . . President of Classical Club . . . math-brain . . . Penny Circus Candidate: "Got some pennies?" . . . athletic.

JANET MARIE HALEY
B. S. in Sociology
Economics . . . Swimming Club . . . day dreams . . . split-pea soup . . . contortions in assembly . . . dry humor . . . the mermaid of 1965.
class of 1952...
class of 1952

GRACE WEN TSAI CHIEN
B. S. in Dietetics
Science and Philosophy ... Nanking, China ... dietetics notebook ... trips to New York ... Lost: one suite-mate ... quiet, but always a smile.

MARY LILLIAN YOSHIMOTO
A. B. in Education
History and Philosophy ... Honolulu, Hawaii ... third-grade teacher ... gentle voice ... petite ... authentic Hawaiian dances.

MARY JOSEPHINE CHANG CHEN
B. M. in Music Therapy
Sociology ... Shanghai-St. Louis ... MRS. degree ... "Showered" by the boarders ... home-cooking ... "Madame Butterfly."

JOANN MARIE ABELL
A. B. in Mathematics
Latin ... Ridgway, Illinois ... Residents' Secretary ... practice teacher at Wydown ... art-needlework ... absent-minded stare.
class of 1952...
Barbara Mae Callahan
A. B. in Elementary Education
English and Philosophy . . . Peoria, Illinois . . . Legion of Mary President . . .
Peoria.

Evelyn Post Lakebrink
B. M. in Piano
Music Theory . . . Washington, Missouri . . . Sigma Beta Mu . . . first senior Mrs. . . .
room and board in Fine Arts . . . realistic "Nutcracker Suite."

Angel May Eckstein
B. S. in Sociology
History and Philosophy . . . Indianapolis, Indiana . . . IRC President . . . Residents'
Vice-President . . . 100% Eckstein . . . "I'm going to the Fox, where are you going?"

Shirley Ann Damhorst
B. S. in Economics
Psychology and Philosophy . . . Quincy, Illinois . . . Fontbonne . . . photographer's
pacifier . . . "What's on at the show, kids?"
class of 1952...
... class of 1952

MARY SUZANNE ENSENBERGER
B. S. in Physical Education
Biology and Education ... Bloomington, Illinois ... F. A. A. ... tennis champ ... dark-rimmed glasses ... "Hi, Doll!" ... "Gotta catch the bus for U. City."

M A RY S U Z A N N E E N S E N B E R G E R

RITA MARIE MILLER
B. S. in Foods and Nutrition
Science and Philosophy ... Jerseyville, Illinois ... Legion of Mary officer ... transfer student ... "Bridge, anyone?" ... "Outfield" ... "Oh, my pink blouse."

R I T A M A R I E M I L L E R

CAROLE IRENE MEYER
A. B. in Art
Related Subjects ... Stanley, Wisconsin ... Holy Year Pilgrim ... three alarm clocks ... football week-ends ... hypothetical questions ... matchbook and glasses.

C A R O L E I R E N E M E Y E R

ROSEMARIE ARCHANGEL
B. S. in Physical Education
Education and Philosophy ... F. A. A. President ... S. D. S. ... athletic ... assembly lecturer ... "Commissar in charge of liquidation."

R O S E M A R I E A R C H A N G E L
class of 1952...
SALLY THERESÉ SMITH
A. B. in Speech and Drama
Psychology ... Fort Wayne, Indiana ... Residents' President ... Homecoming Queen ... witchcraft ... "I'd love a grilled peanut butter sandwich."

ELIZABETH M. PAPE
A. B. in English
Biology ... Wilmette, Illinois ... Class Vice-President ... book reviews and scholarly term papers ... coffee and a book in the den.

IRENE DOLORES PEIL
B. S. in Chemistry
Biology ... Student Council Rep. ... haircuts ... unconscious wit ... College Algebra = DT's ... "I didn't think that was funny."

BETTY JACQUELINE MYER
B. S. in Sociology
Psychology ... Ferriday, Louisiana ... out-group ... "Tell me, too!" ... Yankee pronunciation with a Dixie drawl ... "I have to go find me a friend."

... class of 1952...
class of 1952...
... class of 1952

MARY CLAIRE NOLAN
A. B. in Art
Related Arts . . . Fountain art editor . . .
Delta Phi . . . commercial art . . . Brigade-
doon scenery . . . Glee Club . . . "3rd floor
Fine Arts, just like my second home."

MARY ANN RUSSELL
A. B. in Psychology
English and Philosophy . . . Glee Club . . .
book reviews . . . black-rimmed glasses . . .
analytical mind . . . "Revise the design
again . . . Oh, Miss Troemel—this is the
16th time!"

JOYCE MAE MITCHELL
B. S. in Dietetics
Science and Philosophy . . . library re-
search . . . attractive clothes . . . January
graduate . . . "Well, I don't know" . . . quiet.

MARION LOUISE STEIN
A. B. in Art
Education and Philosophy . . . Fontbonne
Lost: one wood block . . . practice teaching.

Mary, Joyce, Mary Claire, Mary Ann
class of 1952...
... class of 1952

ARLINE EVE LD
B. S. in Sociology
Psychology ... Class Secretary ... Ad Collector for Fontbonne ... whistler ... sparkling platinum blonde ... Legion of Mary ... "You're a character."

MARY CONSTANCE FIEDLER
B. S. in Dietetics
Science and Philosophy ... Legion of Mary ... musician ... "I don't know what I mean" ... the living question mark.

CATHERINE JANET YOUNG
B. S. in Dietetics
Science and Philosophy ... Class Treasurer ... Home Economics Club ... big eyes ... quiet but with a dry wit.

PATRICIA ANN JUDD
A. B. in Elementary Education
History and Philosophy ... pigtails ... camel's hair coat ... blissfully unaware ... "But, S-i-s-t-e-r" ... children's literature.

Arlene, Cathu, Connie, Pat
class of 1952 . . .
... class of 1952

CLARE ANNE BURKE
A. B. in Economics
Psychology . . . Horse Show . . . extended California vacation . . . '51 Chev . . .

JOSEPHINE M. CASTIGLIONE
A. B. in Art
Education and Philosophy . . . Delta Phi . . . famous giggle . . . flapping bangs . . .
clever illustrations . . . transfer student . . .
Fontbonne editor.

JANE MITCHELLETTE
B. S. in Sociology
Physical Education . . . F. A. A . . .
assembly announcements . . . Horse Show . . .
vibrant personality . . . basketball . . .
"Hi, Hon."

SONYA JOY HENNES
B. S. in Sociology
Psychology . . . dark eyes . . . interested listener . . . sympathetic . . . native Californian . . . vacations in Florida and New York.

51
class of 1952 ...
... class of 1952

Rose N. Perotti
A. B. in English
French... "Poochie"... both quiet and talkative... book reviews... pork filet sandwiches... facility in languages.

Georgianne Landy
A. B. in Speech and Drama
English... second-hand term papers... den devotee... gym cuts... fascinating speaker and writer... "I'm a genius."

Margaret Mary Nolan
A. B. in English
History... the Fountain: "Do you write poetry?"... lengthy telephone conversations... new, clever ideas... misspelled words... "youse kids."

Mary Jane Krekeler
A. B. in English
Mathematics and Philosophy... questions... quite contrary... senior in Speech class... "No, I'm not in the Academy. I go to the College."
1954

Front: M. Steele, C. Hoff, M. Harris, H. Ohrecht.
Rear: S. Leontsinis, P. O'Toole, H. Mayer.


Front: P. Ryan, S. Collins, S. Metzger, J. Steube, J. Charlier;
Rear: M. A. Buhr, N. Raupp, B. Burpee.

Left to right: R. Reynolds, M. J. Burns, H. McShane, M. Mahoney, V. Cothran.
TEN months make a school year, and there isn't a month without some important happening in it. Which activities of the numerous ones on the campus are more important? This was a dilemma facing the editor, Jo Castiglione, and the feature staff, Jeanne Heroux and Marge Nebel.

Feature editing can be devilish at times. It must propose a theme, and hang on to it consistently. It must say its message with a punch. Yearbook readers don't want a mental struggle.

It must lay out a page attractively. Where would a picture look best? And should it be right side up or on a slant? What kind of type will best help illustrate? Should it be lower case or upper, light or bold, italics or not?
Some people are just fiery by nature.

Barbara Burpee looks worried but it's a fit chariot for a queen.
The queen, Sally Smith, who was the senior candidate.

Jane Bianchi, Jane Berger, and Florence Meagher—the queen's attendants.
Christmas

Like the wonder of a child on Christmas morn.

"Peace on earth"

The Advent Wreath—evergreen and candles combined in symbolism.

Sing for your supper.
What's so funny about punch?
year-round spiritual vitalizing

Praying the Mass in order to draw spiritual sustenance from it is the core of the religious activity at Fontbonne. The key spiritual organizations thrive only on this kind of food.
legion of mary

Mary’s Army is a name often given to the Legion. The Legion shares its basic aim, the sanctification of its members, with the other religious groups on the campus, but it stresses a special devotion to Mary and active cooperation. Its work is done through the small cell group, whose members are mostly resident students because it is felt that day students should be active in their parishes.

nfccs

NFCCS means the National Federation of Catholic College Students. Its purpose is to aid the co-curricular groups on the individual campuses to develop student leadership. It is a service organization, supplying materials from which campus groups may draw. It represents Fontbonne by acting as a medium of exchange in student affairs and by promoting unity and solidarity among Catholic college students in this country.

the sodality

The Sedality of Our Lady of Fontbonne plans to lead its members "to Jesus through Mary." It centralizes its spiritual projects by encouraging participation in the sacrifice of the Mass. Once a month on First Friday the sodalis attend Mass in a body.

mission club

The Mission Club proposes to aid both home and foreign missions spiritually and materially. These purposes are fulfilled by a remembrance of the Holy Father’s mission intention in the morning offering and in other prayers and by a monthly mission collection. Every student is a member of this club.

YCS

The restoration of all things in Christ is the primary purpose of the Young Christian Students. This movement throws the spotlight on a particular vocation, that of the student. It attempts to create in her an awareness to fulfill the will of God in her life. How does she fill this role at Fontbonne? Simply by being a student—a seeker of truth.
Ellie Kaiser pours for the newest College Day feature—orange juice following Mass.

The Student Government officers—Shirley Wilson, Jeanne Houlihan, Jean Anderson, and Ruth Raupp—organized the events. Here they are about to leave in the parade for Carondelet.

Full-fledged freshmen now; this group stops Father Michael F. Regan as he leaves after his College Day sermon.

That unpredictable Music Club in their annually entertaining skit.
One can pick out the Sophs by their anxious looks as they await the announcement of the Queen.

Mary Jane Grata '51 places the crown of pennies on Mary Kay O'Gorman's head, proclaiming her Queen.

A regal group—Jean Kruempelmann, junior; Mary Jane Grata, retiring queen; Mary Kay O'Gorman, sophomore and queen; Barbara Sullivan, senior; and Patricia Carter, freshman.

The prize of the cake walk—a miniature carousel atop a cake.

Mary Jane Grata '51 places the crown of pennies on Mary Kay's head, proclaiming her Queen.
Brigadoon

The comic leads—Vernon Meyer and Pat Gallagher.

"Jeannie's Picking Up" and here are some of the girls chorus who helped her.

No curtain calls for them but Sister Mary Antone, C.S.J., Carm Schmelig, Mr. Ball, Miss Mullins, and Mary Ann Kuhlman were indispensable.

Behind-the-scenes workers, left to right: Kathy Fahy, Mary Ann Russell, Betty Jutz, Jane Eisenhauer, and Mary Claire Nolan.
Flo Mac Spack, the dancing lead, with the dancing chorus—Patricia Carter, Sue Leach, Del Mundy, and Claire Hur.

Lorraine Hotfield as Fiona made Brigadoon a reality for Jim Kirkham, an American hunter.

Mimi Teasetale, Carolyn Lewis, and Rita Sheehan help Joanne Graiaa make the final adjustments for the marriage scene.

Mary Ann Hilgeman and Marge Nebo—a ticket committee.

The village folks gathered for a fair.
"OH, Carol or Marien or Betty can whip that up in no time."

So glibly did other staff members now and then suggest tasks for the artists. To the uninitiated, art seems a matter of talent alone—a snap for anyone possessing the gift. An art student will protest vehemently that the opinion is rank theory. The prime difficulty in yearbook art work is taking someone's idea and translating it into a finished illustration. Idea and illustration must match in size, shape, and component parts. If not, the artist must scrouge up more time, more patience, and more ingenuity.

Having found that there was an illusion about art work, the staff wondered what other illusions are current on the campus. The following pages show the findings scattered in with some stark realities.
sociology - psychology

The dream.

The bitter truth.

What a nice way to take a class.

Quick, what do you see in the ink blot?
A little of this and a little of that... put all together spells what?

Dissection experiment.

Experiment Completed!!!
music

Music majors do have their serious moments.

Background music for a philosophy class.

Organ students usually play to such full audiences—but at least there are a lot of keys.

The eternal triangle—two people and one piano.
speech - drama

A SMILE, that which lightens the heart.

DREAMING, an expression of the heart’s desire.

PENSIVENESS, the unsure heart in thought.

FRIGHT, found in the heart but shown in the eyes.
physical education

The team.  First aid in the bomb shelter.

What happened to the steam?  Wherever you go—a crowded dance floor.
Serious study is called for throughout the semester... so you can thoroughly enjoy one of Father Bok's exams.

St. Thomas wrote a great deal.

Which do you want, a test or a term paper?
art

Painting from life.  Drawing life.

Look: I'm an artist too.  And this is art?